
                                                                  

                                                                      

                                              

==== ROUTING (January 18, 2013) ==== (Scribed by Franziska Roesner) 

 

Routing: get packet from source to destination, generally in a network here 

you're transmitting not directly to AP but via intermediate nodes 

 

 

1. METRICS 

 

Metrics to evaluate routing:  

(1) delay: time to put bit on medium at source and receive it at destination 

(2) throughput: how many bits you receive per second 

 

Example: 

 

Assume each (wired) link is 10 Mbps. 

 

A: S -------- D 

B: S -------- I1 -------- D 

C: S -------- I1 -------- I2 -------- D 

D: S -------- I1 -------- I2 -------- I3 -------- D 

 

delay_A = 1/(10Mbps) seconds 

delay_B = 2 * delay_A 

delay_C = 3 * delay_A 

delay_D = 4 * delay_A 

 

throughput_A = throughput_B = throughput_C = throughput_D = 10 Mbps 

 

Now suppose these are wireless links. 

The delays will be the same. But the throughputs won't be the same. 

Why? Because two adjacent links can't be used at the same time due to 

wireless interference. 

 

throughput_A = 10 Mbps 

throughput_B = 10 Mbps / 2 = 5 Mbps 

throughput_C = 10 Mbps / 3 ~= 3.3 Mbps 

throughput_D = 10 Mbps / 4 = 2.5 Mbps 

 

Is this correct? No, because in network D, the first and the last link 

can operate at the same time without interference. So really throughput_D = 

10 Mbps / 3 ~= 3.3 Mbps. 

 

Calculating throughput is complicated in wireless networks. 

 

 

 

2. ROUTING STRATEGIES 

 

Consider this network: 

 

  -------- I -------- I -------- I --------  

S -------- I -------- I --------                        D 

  -------- I --------  I -------- I -------- I --------  

 



Assign a weight to each link. Pick a path that has minimum sum of all 

weights. 

If all weights are equals, routing strategy = shortest path.  

 

Possible routing strategies for wireless: 

 

S1: All wireless link weights = 1. 

    Pro: Picks path with min hops (min delay). 

    Con: Doesn't take into account that (1) wireless links experience 

significant packet loss 

         (due to collisions, fading/attenuation, and other technologies 

interfering) 

         and (2) loss probability is uncorrelated across receivers. 

 

S2: Pick the path which doesn't have a really bad link  

    (link with high probability of loss). 

Consider this network, where percentages are likelihood of successful 

transmission: 

  ----(100%)---- I1 ----(50%)----  

S                                 D 

  ----(51%)----- I1 ----(51%)----   

Using strategy S2, you'd pick the second path, which isn't as good. 

   path_1: 1 try for link 1, 2 tries for link 2 = average 3 time slots 

   path_2: 2 tries for link 1, 2 tries for link 2 = average 4 time slots 

 

S3: Pick the path where the product of success probabilities is maximized. 

    Now you'd pick the first path in the network above: 

      path_1: 1*0.5 = 0.5 

      path_2: 0.51*0.51 ~= 0.25 

But what about this network: 

  ----(100%)---- I1 ----(51%)----  

S                                 D 

  --------------(50%)------------   

Using strategy S3, we'd pick path_1: 

   path_1: 1*0.51 = 0.51 

   path_2: 0.5 = 0.5 

But path_1 isn't as good: 

   path_1: 1 try for link 1, 2 tries for link 2 = average 3 time slots 

   path_2: 2 tries for link 2 = average 2 time slots 

 

S4: Pick the path with the smallest number of expected time slots. 

    This one actually works. It's the ETX metric. 

 

 

 

3. ETX METRIC 

 

Each link has a probability p of success. The ETX for a link is calculated as 

1/p. 

Routing strategy: Pick the path for which sum_i(ETX_i) is minimized. 

Drawbacks: (1) doesn't take into account concurrent transmissions being 

possibly helpful. 

           (2) calculating and sharing the loss rate is large overhead. 

 

In practice: 

ETX_link1 = ETX_(packet from N1 to N2) + ETX_(ACK from N2 to N1) 

 



 

 

4. OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING 

 

So far we've been imitating a wired network when routing. 

In opportunistic routing, embrace broadcast nature of wireless. 

 

Examples of how this gives better performance: 

 

S ---(100%)--- I ---(100%)--- D 

  -----------(33%)----------- D 

i.e. there's a 1/3 chance that D hears S directly. 

For non-opportunistic, ETX = 1*1 + 1*1 = 2. 

For opportunistic, ETX = (1/3)*1 + (2/3)*2 = (5/3) ~= 1.6 

 

 

  ---(0.25)--- I1 ---(1)--- 

S ---(0.25)--- I2 ---(1)--- D 

              ... 

  ---(0.25)--- IN ---(1)--- 

For non-opportunistic, ETX = 1/0.25 + 1/1 = 5 

For opportunistic, ETX = prob(any I receives) + 1*1 

                       = (1-prob(no I receives)) + 1 

                       = (1-0.75^n) + 1 

                      ~= 2 for large n 

 

But how do you design the whole system? 

- How do others know who got the packet? 

- How does source know someone got the packet? 

- How does everyone find out when destination gets the packet? 

 

Solution: use batching + ETX metric (ExOR paper) 

1. Compute ETX from source to each node 

2. Order those ETX metrics from highest (worst) to lowest (best) 

3. Source transmits batch of packets. 

4. Node with worst ETX (probably destination) will report how many it 

received. 

5. Other nodes will hear that, and will send on those packets that weren't 

   yet received by the worse ETX node but that the intermediate node did 

receive, 

   in ETX order (worse to better). 

 

Example: 

S ---(100%)--- I ---(100%)--- D 

  -----------(33%)----------- D 

 

ETX_D ~= 1.6 (see above) 

ETX_1 = 1 

 

S sends 10 packets. 

Start with node with worst ETX (which is D) and see what it gets. 

Say D gets p1, p7, p9. 

Node I will hear that, and since I received all 10 packets,  

  it will then send the missing ones to D. 

D acks to I that it received the missing ones. 

I tells S that all packets have been received by D. 

 



But what about the other network (see above, with p's=0.25)? 

There, intermediate nodes must somehow agree who will send when. 

We'll see next class: 

(1) how to do this as in the ExOR paper 

(2) how to use network coding to eliminate this scheduling need entirely 

 

 

 

 


